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ABSTRACT
ExperImental data are presented on the mltlal radial velocity dlstrlbutlons of different types of
secondary molecular Ions, M+ , [M + HI+ and [M + Na]‘, ejected from blomolecular samples An
mcldent beam of 48 MeV “‘I”+ Ions was employed to generate the secondary Ions Measurements were
carried out m a reflectron time-of-fhght mass spectrometer by momtormg the secondary ion yield as a
function of electrostatic deflectlon m a dIrectIon perpendicular to the target surface normal The data are
interpreted m terms ofcurrent models descrlbmg the eJectIon process m plasma desorptlon mass spectrometry

INTRODUCTION

Plasma desorptlon mass spectrometry (PDMS) exploits the phenomenon of
sputtering of blomolecules followmg impact by fast (velocity greater than
Bohr velocity) multiply charged atomic ions [1,2] The mechanism of this
desorptlon phenomenon (also termed “electromc” sputtermg [3,4]) has not
yet been completely elucidated [2-61 Various aspects of the desorptlon process, e g energy deposltlon, energy conversion and energy transport, have
been mcorporated mto theoretical models, mcludmg the “popcorn” and the
“pressure pulse” models [7,8] Neither of these models specifically addresses
the charge state of the ejected particles Sputtermg expenments from blomolecular solids have demonstrated that lo3 times more neutral intact
molecules are ejected per primary particle compared with posltlve (lo4 for
negative) molecular ions (for the ammo acid leucme for example [9]) It 1s the
lomc species which are observed directly by PDMS and are slgmficant for Its
analytical apphcatlons
There are two major types of molecular ion formed m PDMS as well as m
all other desorptlon lomzatlon techniques These are the more rarely observed
odd-electron radical Ions of the type M’ and the more frequently found
even-electron protonated/deprotonated
[M T H]’ molecules or adducts of
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neutral sample molecules with one or more cations (most often alkali metal)
or anions Depending on the type of molecule and the target preparation
technique employed, multiply charged molecular ions, owing to the attachment of more than one proton to the neutral molecule, are also observed m
PDMS Gas-phase ions, formed as a result of clustering of several neutral
molecules (up to 23 for vahne for example [3]) and a cation can also be
detected, depending on the nature of the sample molecules
Several points have to be addressed m a study of the lomzatlon mechanism
m PDMS These include the region where the lomzatlon step takes placewhether it 1s a gas-phase process or a surface and bulk process and accordmgly
whether it precedes or follows the ejection step We have recently investigated
the mechanism of formation of alkali metal cation adducts m PDMS of
blomolecules [lo] To this end, the mltlal radial velocity dlstrlbutlon of the
ejected secondary ions [ 1l-131 was employed for probing the catlomzatlon
process We have demonstrated that alkali cation attachment to neutral
blomolecules occurs at an early stage of the desorptlon event and precedes
molecular ion ejection mto the gas phase
In the present study the radial velocity dlstrlbutlon for different types of
blomolecular ions, Mf , [M + H]+ and [M + Na]+, has been determined for
the first time with a reflectron time-of-flight (TOF) spectrometer Dlstrlbutlons for radical (odd-electron) molecular ions of the type Mf , for which
there are no previously available data, are compared with the data for evenelectron molecular ions The results are interpreted m terms of current models
of ion ejection from blomolecular samples m plasma desorptlon mass spectrometry, addressing the issues listed above
EXPERIMENTAL

All measurements on the mltlal radial velocity dlstrlbutlon of sputtered
secondary ions were performed using a reflectron TOF spectrometer (Fig 1)
which has been described m detail elsewhere [14] The improved mass resolution of the reflectron allowed accurate determination of the masses of the
observed ions and unambiguous differentiation between species similar m
mass such as radical and protonated molecular ions An added advantage of
the reflectron 1s that the influence of neutrals, formed as a result of metastable
decomposltlon m the first field-free region, 1savoided Primary 48 MeV ‘*‘I”+
ions from the Uppsala EN tandem accelerator bombarded the target from the
front at a 45” angle of incidence Imtlally accelerated positive secondary ions
were deflected by means of a set of deflection plates m the plane of the
mcommg ion beam and the optical axis (z direction) of the spectrometer,
perpendicular to the target normal (dn-ectlon x, Fig 1) The voltage v on the
set ofy-deflection plates was optimized for the highest low mass secondary ion
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yield from each mdlvldual sample m order to compensate for an eventual
non-parallel arrangement between different surfaces (e g target, detector and
entrance grid), perpendicular to the ion optical axis The V, value was kept
constant during the experiment The yield of positive secondary ions as a
function of the x-deflection voltage (V,) was monitored with standard PDMS
TOF ion-counting electronics The v, velocity component of the secondary
ions m this paper 1s referred to as radial velocity The ion accelerating voltage
(V’) was + 15 kV and the mirror voltage (V,) m the reflection mode was
+ 15 8 kV Between 2 5 x lo5 (for ergosterol), 5 x 10’ (for leu-enkephahn),
lo6 (for remn substrate) and 2 x lo6 (for chlorophyll B) start count events
were accumulated for each measurement point with an mtenslty of the pnmary beam between 1500 and 2500 ions s-’
Initial radial velocity dlstrlbutlons were obtained from the secondary ion
yield as a function of V,, measured both m the straight mode (with the mirror
voltage off) and m the reflected mode Use of a reflectron for radial velocity
dlstrlbutlon studies 1s possible smce the reflectron ion mirror compensates
only for the axial energy dlstrlbutlon of the secondary ions The procedure for
conversion to radial velocity dlstrlbutlon has been described previously [13]
The explicit formulae for the case of the reflectron TOF spectrometer (assummg that the mltlal axial kinetic energy of the ions 1s small compared with the
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acceleration energy) are the followmg

For the straight mode

and for the reflected mode

The different parameters m these equations are defined m Fig 1 VMIS the
deflection voltage needed to steer an ion with zero mltlal radial velocity v, mto
the centre of the stop detector, AldZIS the first-order correction to the finite
length of the deflection plates, m and q are the mass and charge of the
secondary ion respectively The specific values are I, = 5 mm, k& = 14mm,
ld, = 16 mm, 1,; = 24 mm, Al,, = 10 mm, I,, = 291, lo2 = 370, lo, = 289, I,, =
433, lo, = 673
Commercially avallable samples (Sigma) were used without further punfication Samples were prepared according to standard procedures The peptides, leu-enkephahn (mol wt 555) and remn substrate (RS, mol wt 1801),
were dissolved m a mixture of 80% acetic acid and 20% trlfluoroacetlc acid
at a concentration of 3 pug,& and 9,~g,L’ respectively A trace amount of
Nal was added to the leu-enkephahn solution Ergosterol (mol wt 396) was
dissolved m pyrldme at a concentration of 3 pg ,L’ Chlorophyll B (mol wt
907 5) was dissolved m chloroform Solutions of ergosterol and leu-enkephahn
(30 ~1)were electrosprayed on a stainless steel backmg RS was adsorbed from
the solution onto a mtrocellulose layer that had been electrosprayed onto a
steel backing Chlorophyll B was deposited on a steel backing by the spmcoating technique
RESULTS

We studied samples that gave different types of molecular ions m then- PD
mass spectra The yields (number of molecular ions per primary ion) were also
different for different samples, which IS reflected m the different number of
start events required to obtain adequate statlstlcs (see Experlmental section
above) The peptldes leu-enkephahn
and RS form stable protonated
[M + H]+ and catlomzed [M + Na]+ quasi-molecular ion species Peak corresponding to the [2M + 3Na - 2H]+ singly charged dlmer ion and
[M + 2Na - H]+ were also observed m the leu-enkephahn PD mass spectrum The chlorophyll B sample contained two components as shown by its
PD mass spectrum the original compound and its oxidized form which gave
a molecular Ion peak 16u above the molecular ion correspondmg to
chlorophyll B The molecular ion peaks of both components had rather low

intensity Comparing their lsotoplc dlstrlbutlons we Judge that the types of
molecular ion formed for both chlorophyll B and its oxidized form are M+
and [M + H]+ On the basis of the oxidized component, which gave better
resolved Isotope peaks, we estimated that the M+ was at least 60% of the
total molecular ion signal In order to obtain better statlstlcs m the radial
velocity dlstrlbutlon the signals from both M+ and [M + H]+ molecular ions
of oxidized chlorophyll B were integrated and reported m the results below
We also did an independent study of ergosterol, which gave an abundant ion
signal correspondmg only to the radical molecular Ion M+ , m order to
investigate the radial velocity dlstrlbutlon of odd-electron molecular ions
without any interference
The posslblhty of employmg a reflectron TOF spectrometer m order to
estimate mltlal radial velocity dlstnbutlon for desorbed secondary ions 1s
demonstrated m Fig 2(a) m which the radial velocity dlstrlbutlon for a
peptlde, RS, measured both m the straight and the reflected mode, 1spresented
In both straight and reflected modes there 1s a close overlap between the
dlstrlbutlons As 1s well established by now [lo-l 3,151, there 1s a shift between
the yield dlstrlbutlon as a function of V, for lower mass secondary ions (e g
Na+, K+, Cs+, and fragments such as CH:, C,H: etc ) and higher mass
quasi-molecular ([M + H]+ and [M + Alk]+) ions (Fig 2(b)) This shift has
been observed m the reflection mode for the different types of molecular and
cluster ions from leu-enkephahn (Fig 3) The shift 1s due to the du-ectlonal
correlation effect, observed as an ejection of higher molecular weight compounds preferentially at an angle away from the surface normal The angle of
ejection for these compounds 1s correlated with the du-ectlon of the mcommg
ions [12,15] By contrast, the lower mass ions display ejection angle dlstnbutlons which are symmetric about the surface normal, mdependent of the
incidence angle The correlation effect, resulting from the non-diffusive
momentum transfer from the expandmg track core to the desorbed blomolecules, 1s predicted m the pressure pulse descrlptlon of the ejection [9] A
thermal mechanism of molecular ion evaporation would result m a dlstnbutlon symmetric about the surface normal The du-ectlonal correlation effect
has also been demonstrated m molecular dynamics slmulatlons of the
phenomenon of electromc sputtering from blomolecules [ 161 The data on the
radial velocity dlstrlbutlon of the molecular ion M+’ of ergosterol are given
m Fig 4 The zero on the velocity scale corresponds to the centrold of the
dlstrlbutlon of C,H: fragment ions There 1s a noticeable shift between the
centrolds of the radial velocity dlstrlbutlons of M+ and lower mass fragment
ions A slmllar shift 1s observed for the molecular ion (m which 60% of the
signal 1s due to M+ ) of oxidized chlorophyll B (Fig 5) These data demonstrate convmcmgly that the du-ectlonal correlation effect 1s observed for
radical type molecular ions as well, similarly to protonated and catlomzed
molecular ions (Figs 2 and 3)
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Fig 2 (a) Radial velocity dlstrlbutlon
of the remn substrate [M + H]+ molecular Ion m the
straight (0) and reflected (0) mode The data pomts have been fitted with a gausslan curve
(b) Secondary Ion yield dlstrlbutlon m the reflected mode as a function of x-deflection voltage
for [M + H]+ (0) and lower mass fragment, e g C2H: (A) for renm substrate sample The data
points have been fitted with a gausslan curve

DISCUSSION

Several lomzatlon mechanisms for PD have been discussed [1,2,17-201
Early on it was suggested [17] that electron or proton transfer reactlons and
lon/dlpole attachment
are the basic processes of lomzatlon of neutral molecules m PDMS The lomzatlon step should occur either m the gas phase or
on the surface, as has been postulated [18] The selvedge concept-the
exlstence of a dynamic region on or above the target surface, where extensive
mixing occurs-has
been Introduced for generating a unified description of
different desorptlon
lomzatlon phenomena,
mcludmg laser desorptlon
and
secondary ion mass spectrometry
(SIMS) [19] There have been suggestions
that a chemical lomzatlon type mechanism, mvolvmg ion/molecule reactions
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Ag 3 Radial velocity dlstnbutlon for leu-enkephahn m the reflected mode l , [M + HI+,
0, [M + Na]+, 0, [2M + 3Na - HI+ (Zero on the velocity axis corresponds to the centrold
of the dlstrlbutlon of low mass ions, C2H$ )

m the selvedge, may also result m protonated and/or catlomzed molecular ion
species [19,20] Another idea involves the opposite process, umcluster dlssoclatlon reactions m the selvedge, leading to molecular ion formation [2]
Macfarlane et al [21] have more recently elaborated on that process, putting
forward a mechanism that includes ion pair formation m the condensed
phase, and ejection and subsequent dlssoclatlon via different charge competmg pathways Neither of these proposed mechanisms has been tested experimentally and verified rigorously until now
PDMS studies on Langmuir-Blodgett
films of fatty acids demonstrated
that molecular ions may originate not only from the surface but also from the

Fig 4 Radial velocity dlstnbutlon for the ergosterol molecular ion M+ m the reflected mode
(zero on the velocity axis corresponds to the centrold of the dlstnbutlon of low mass ions,
C,H:) The data points have been titted with a gausslan curve
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Fig 5 Radial velocity dlstrlbutlon for both M+ and [M + H] + molecular Ions of the oxldlzed
component of chlorophyll B m the reflected mode (zero on the velocity axis corresponds to the
centrold of the dlstrlbutlon of low mass Ions, C,H:) The data pomts have been fitted with a
gaussian curve

bulk [22,23] Ions from molecular layers 2OOA beneath the sample surface
have been detected These expenments mdlcate that lomzatlon m PDMS 1s
not only a surface process, but may be a volume effect as well Iomzatlon may
precede ejection of molecular ions from multllayer samples of blomolecules
The radial velocity dlstrlbutlon of secondary ions, ejected m a plasma
desorptlon event, carnes an important message about the ion formation
mechanism The correlation between dlrectlons of bombarding ion and
sputtered particles may be used as a probe, allowing for better mslght mto the
spatial as well as temporal sequence of the lomzatlon/desorptlon events m PD
m general [lo] We have recently studied the radial velocity dlstrlbutlon of
[M + nCs - (n - lH]+ where II = 0, 1, 2 for different peptldes [lo] The fact
that these dlstrlbutlons closely overlap demonstrates that both [M + HI+ and
[M + Cs]+ lomc species for peptldes with different masses are preferentially
desorbed m a direction roughly perpendicular to the ion track, thus preserving
a “memory” of the dlrectlon of the incident ion Both alkali cation attachment
and protonatlon m plasma desorptlon mass spectrometry are realized m a
close spatial location and time interval wlthm a slmllar distance from the ion
track core Thus the selvedge concept for “chemical lomzatlon type” gasphase alkali cation attachment m the case of PD [19,20] can be ruled out on
the basis of these results Simple kinematic conslderatlons indicate that eventual
post-desorptlon gas-phase colhslons and ion-molecule assoclatlon reactions
would result m smearing and loss of the dn-ectlonal correlation of the resulting
quasi-molecular ion adducts, which 1s not observed experimentally
The posslblhty for the reverse process, 1 e the sputtering of clusters,
followed by gas-phase umcluster decomposltlon of the type [M + (n + 1)Cs -
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may be
(n - l)H]+ + [M + nCs - (n - l)H]+ + Cs, where n = 0, 1, 2
discussed on the basis of the above observations [lo] A gas-phase imcluster
decomposltlon would broaden the radial kinetic energy dlstrlbutlon for the
[M + H]+ and [M + Cs]+ ions (compared with [M + 2Cs - HI+) owing to
lsotroplc translational energy release m that process This should lead to an
offset of the respective radial energy dlstnbutlons, which 1snot experimentally
observed (Fig 6) A value of 0 15 eV for the released translational energy m
the laboratory reference frame (resulting m a total broadening of 0 3 eV)
would be wlthm the limits of detection by the method employed The full
width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the radial energy dlstrlbutlon curves for
the [M + H]+ and [M + Cs]+ leu-enkephahn ions IS 8 07 T 0 22 eV and
8 75 7 0 17 eV respectively [lo], a difference of - 0 68 T 0 28 eV The sign of
this difference (-) IS opposite to that expected from translational energy
release While we could not find data m the literature for translational energy
release m the case of umcluster decomposltlons we think that the above value
(0 15 eV), although somewhat higher, may not be totally unrealistic m view of
the small values of the excess internal energy [24] of the cation molecule
complex
Analytical models as well as molecular dynamics slmulatrons [8,16,25]
based on the shock wave concept predict similar radial velocltles for ions
ejected at similar distances from the ion track The present results on the
radial velocity dlstrlbutlons of radical molecular ions M+ indicate that all
different types of molecular ion-radical
as well as even-electron quaslmolecular ions-are
eJected wlthm a similar distance from the ion track
While it IS not possible m this experimental set-up to dlstmgmsh between
preformed ions deposited on the target and species ionized at an early stage
of the PD event, it IS still certain that molecular ion formation precedes or
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Fig 7 Schematlc picture of the IOII eJectIon process m PDMS
molecular Ion, even-electron as well as odd-electron
ones

M+ mdlcates

all types of

comcldes with eJection mto the gas phase The radial velocity dlstrlbutlon of
cluster ions (Fig 3 and ref 12) also points to direct ejection of “preformed”
cluster ions, already exlstmg m the solid, as opposed to gas-phase cluster
formation
The followmg quahtatlve model of ion formation emerges (Fig 7), based
on the results presented here and on theoretlcal models for electronic sputtermg of blomolecules
[8,16,23,25]
The mcommg ion deposits most of Its
energy m an ion track which 1s formed as a result of electronic excitation of
the substrate molecules by the primary proJectlle and emlsslon of 6 electrons
Spatial regions with different energy densities, the mfratrack and the ultratrack, axially symmetric to the mcommg ion path, can be dlstmgulshed m the
case of insulating materials (e g layers of blomolecules)
as a target [25]
Molecular ion formation may take place m the ultratrack, m a region adlacent
to the mfratrack (Fig 6) Thus the ultratrack may be schematically subdivided
mto two regions, one where lomzatlon occurs and a larger region from which
ejection of intact neutral molecules takes place Practically every molecule m
the mfratrack would be lomzed and would have excess internal energy, thus
dlssoclatmg to low mass fragments, owing to the higher energy density The
mfratrack IS the source of light mass fragment ions observed m the PDMS
spectra These light mass ions are thus sputtered m a direction uncorrelated
with the direction of the mcommg ion A similar type of behavlour IS predicted
on the basis of thermal spike models of ion eJection [5,6] Sputtering
of
different types of intact molecular ion from the lomzatlon region m the
ultratrack at an angle off the surface normal may be explained on the basis
of the pressure pulse model [8] While the dn-ectlonal correlation effect has
been established for all types of singly and multiply charged molecular ions,
we note that still there are no experimental results on the angular dlstrlbutlon
of electronically
sputtered neutral blomolecules
An obvious requirement
for molecular ion formatlon IS that the energy
density m the lomzatlon region should be higher than a threshhold density,
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depending on the lomzatlon potential and the energy of mtermolecular mteractions of the blomolecules The energy, transferred as an internal energy to
the blomolecules, should not be large enough to cause excessive fragmentation Results on radial velocity dlstrlbutlons of molecular ions of msulm m
different charge states (protonated posltlve Ions and deprotonated negative
ions [ 11,131)indicate that these ions are formed wlthm the same distance from
the ion track Positive molecular ions from higher mass peptldes (e g trypsm)
m higher charge states are formed with higher probability closer to the ion
track, m regions with higher energy density as compared with singly charged
molecular ions [13] Different types of reaction pathway may be advanced to
explain formation of molecular ions within the lomzatlon region Direct
lomzatlon (as caused for example by the secondary 6 electrons [25]) IS a
plausible mechanism Another posslblhty 1s that the lomzatlon step may be
triggered by the pressure pulse Fast solid state chemistry reactions may
eventually take place m the region, perturbed by the shock wave A documented effect of shock compression of dielectrics IS the increase m their
electrical conductlvlty, owing to a higher concentration of active particles (e g
radicals, electrons, ions) [26] This effect can facilitate molecular ion formation m the case of PD, including electron and proton transfer and cation
attachment A possible estimate of the contrlbutlon of the different effects can
be obtained by comparison of the time scales mvolved For instance,
neutrahzatlon of the charged particle track takes place wlthm lo-l3 s A rough
estimate of the time scales involved m the ejection stage can be obtained from
molecular dynamics slmulatlons of the sputtering process for larger blomolecules [16] the first molecules leave the surface at about lo-” s, while the
ejection yield saturates at about lo-‘OS Different phenomena could explam
the lower yield of ejected molecular ions as compared with the yield of ejected
intact neutral molecules [lo] These include the lower cross-section for dlfferent lomzatlon processes on the surface or m the solid phase as well as a
lower probability of survival of the molecular ions durmg the ejection stage
(neutrahzatlon) A phenomenologlcal description of the process of molecular
ion formation and neutrahzatlon during shock wave ejection has been
advanced [27] m order to incorporate the difference m the yield dependence
on dE/dx (electronic stopping power) for neutrals and for molecular ions
CONCLUSION

All types of molecular ion observed m PDMS of blolmolecules-radical
as
well as even-electron quasi-molecular ions-are ejected from the target at an
angle which IS correlated with the angle of incidence of the mcommg primary
beam This IS m contrast to lower mass fragment ions, which display an
angular dlstrlbutlon which IS independent of the direction of the primary ion

These experimental results are interpreted m terms of the current pressure
pulse model for electronic sputtering of blomolecules as an mdlcatlon of ion
ejection from two distinct spatial regions, axially symmetric about the primary
ion track The lower mass fragments are ejected from the mfratrack region,
where the higher energy density leads to lomzatlon and subsequent fragmentation of the blomolecules Intact molecular ions are sputtered from a
region where the energy density of the propagating pressure pulse 1s high
enough to cause their ejection but low enough to avoid their extensive fragmentation While it 1s difficult to suggest a single ion formation mechanism,
it can be asserted that molecular ions are either preformed or are ionized
simultaneously with their ejection mto the gas phase
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